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Rating 

 
What was good about your care and what could be improved? 

 

1   none were available for the foreseeable (on the system) future. 

1 
 Doctor was excellent. Did not pass my concerns as stress or not to worry as I'm too young. 
Receptionists are polite and helpful.  

1 
 Dr Ray is a real gentleman, calm, competent and interested. He prescribed Epipens, which have a 
national shortage.  

1  I didn't wait long to see my doctor and her manner was very caring 

1 
 I was given time to frame my queries correctly and treated with the utmost courtesy. This was my 
first consultation since moving here  

1 
 Phone Receptionist, telephone triage and doctor all wonderful. Online appointment system off 
putting as no appointments available  

1  The consultation was very well explained the start was prompt and contact has been supportive  

1  The nurses are such a lovely bunch, always cheerful, professional 

1 
 The phone call from dr ray  saved me a wait /walk to the surgery a very good way to save app that 
are needed urgently I'm sure it could be used for other 

1 
 Very support and engaging care understanding the patient needs and specific aspects of care in 
relationships to my long term condition  

1 
 We had a kind and helpful nurse who administered our son's 1 year jabs this morning. It was a lot 
less stressful than I thought it could be  

1 
Ability to get an appointment with a go in a few days. A gp who talked sensibly, not patronising or 
condescending. Thank you. 

1 Able to make appointments same day when needed.  

1 
Always feel very welcome, everyone smiling and give you the impression they here to help. I always 
been listen and given an advise.  

1 Appointment not late, and nurse friendly and professional 

1 Appointment was quite late but the doctor was very good and helpful. 

1 Appt on time and friendly nurse 

1 Attention to my needs, clarity of communication were excellent 

1 being on time and efficent whth my medication 

1 
Care was exemplary from Dr. Kerr. More of a wait to have blood pressure monitor attached-2 
weeks approximately . 

1 
Caring staff. Really do not like the new appointments system. Being no longer able to book a GP 
appointment for a future date is a planning nightmare for me. 

1 cheerful and efficient. Blood sample painless.  

1 Comprehensive and professional. Results explained so that I could understand. Nothing to improve. 

1 
Concern and helpful advice on diabetic care from nurse Linda was excellent. The appointment 
system is very poor except for triage. 

1 
Debbie receptionist very helpful sorting out appt. Dr Kerr administered injection save long wait for 
pain clinic very professional, thoughtful and thorough 

1 
Doctor was attentive and responsive, was able to resolve our concern. Booking system is a total 
disaster and needs improvement! 

1 Doctor was superb. 

1 Dr Chan is a fantastic Doctor who was easy to talk to and made me feel at ease 

1 Dr Kerr is very friendly and understanding. 

1 Dr Kerr was fantastic. Waiting times sometimes a bit long. 



1 
Dr Kerr was very attentive, efficient and caring - friendly receptionist, too, who booked my blood 
test appt.  Bit of a wait to see dr, but well worth the wait. 

1 Dr listened and acted occordninggly and genuinely seemed to care 

1 Dr long really takes time and discusses all care. Thank you so much 

1 Dr seemed genuinely interested and has ordered appointment tests for me. 

1 Dr very helpful and supportive 

1 Dr was very good 

1 Easy to book online and a fast friendly service. 

1 Efficiency and ease 

1 Efficient and caring 

1 Efficient and friendly 

1 Everything was good 

1 Everything was great 

1 Exelent care 

1 Extremely helpful and pleasant doctor (Dr KHALAFPOUR). No improvements necessary. 

1 Fantastic service, All around 

1 Fast and friendly 

1 Fast and friendly 

1 Fast and friendly service. Can't think what could be improved. 

1 Fast, hassle free, friendly staff 

1 finish the building work  

1 Friendly and approachable Midwife. Answered all my questions and felt very caring 

1 Friendly staff 

1 Friendly staff and nurse! Appointment pretty much on time! 

1 Friendly, great with small child. Improvements: easier to make an appointment 

1 
Good explanation. Good listening. Reassuring. Willingness to fit into the nurse's clinic as there was 
a space 

1 Got a same day appt and the dr was on time , she was so lovely to my daughter who has a disability 

1 GP addressed my son. As the consultation was about him. 

1 Great care. Terrible parking 

1 Great level of care and advice from Lucy. 

1 

Great service! Would be better if the Doctors were on time with appointments but these things 
happen. Pls put the Wall back! 

1 
Great to have a Saturday appointment. Super nurse and I was saying to the nurse how great the 
appointment system is now - much improved. 

1 
I always come away feeling much better than when i arrived.It will improve even more when all the 
building work has been completed. 

1 
I came for a blood test & was seen by the nurse on time & efficiently. Also reception helped me by 
resetting my online access 

1 I didn't have to wait and my Dr was brilliant, he was so professional. Concise but also reassuring. 

1 
I had an appointment for blood test and I arrived early and I was fitted in an early appointment. The 
receptionists are all helpful. 

1 I have no problems 

1 
I saw Dr Patel and he was really lovely, approachable and friendly. He put me at ease immediately 
and I think he's a brilliant doctor 

1 I think the treatment is excellent especially dr Ray he has helped my though operation and pain 



relief truly thankful for him 

1 
I used the triage service and received a call back by Lucy gammon before 9 am. We were fitted in 
that morning and seen within 15 mins of the time.  

1 I was seen on time, the nurse was kind and the receptionist was helpful. 

1 I was well cared for and treated appropriately 

1 I'm a new Mum and was made to feel like I was doing a good job. 

1 
improvement it's the parking available for patients, usually I can't find anywhere to park and that 
sometimes causes me to be late. 

1 It's a well run surgery. Easy to get appointments  

1 
Listened to me and checked on a previous condition even though I never asked.  Finish the building 
work !! 

1 
Listened to my concerns, suggested a series of blood tests to try, seemed genuinely interested. A 
good dr 

1 Listened, examined and gave treatment. 

1 
Listened, thorough, demonstated true empathy. Took ownership of the problem and did all 
possible. Excellent! 

1 Listened, was considerate to how I felt and treated me with respect 

1 Lovely nurse 

1 LovelyDoctor very caring felt very comfortable with her 

1 Need online appointment booking 

1 Not enough appointments but once seen very helpful and quick referral 

1 Nothing always courteous  and kind 

1 
Nothing could of been improved....I was seen on time everything was very efficient and the nurse 
was lovely. 

1 
Nurse Hazel excellent very caring. Parking needs to be sorted asap as late for appointment as no 
spaces 

1 
Nurse Linda saw me before my appointment time. She was very friendly, gave me good advice on 
my diabetes and asthma - overall she was very helpful 

1 Nurse Lucy is always great. Could have replied to email I sent the surgery last week though. 

1 Nurse Sharon on time and helpful advice 

1 On time, efficient, friendly and made you feel at ease. 

1 On time, friendly yet courteous and efficient 

1 Our nurse Debbie & the reception team delightful. All on time. 

1 
over 3 weeks to see my doctor. Never any routine appointments with doctor you want on line and 
when ring first thing in the morning all slots taken.  

1 Perfect service and helpful staff 

1 Polite and efficient service 

1 Prompt and kind 

1 Prompt efficient effective. Looking forward to seeing the new building! 

1 
Prompt efficient service; but I only had a blood test, longer wait when seeing the doctors. 
Accommodation hopefully the building work will be finished soon 

1 
Promptly seen, my little girl thoroughly examined and admin staff really helpful in assisting me look 
after my twins. 

1 Quick efficient service all round. 

1 Quick, efficient, friendly. Parking can be difficult 

1 Quickly and positive 

1 Really friendly midwife and student midwife. Didn't make appointment feel rushed. 



1 Really lovely doctor - seemed very caring and did not rush appointment. 

1 Saturday appointment 

1 Seen on time and pleasant nurse 

1 Seen very quickly as was early. Doctor listened well and was helpful. 

1 Short wait and very engaging doctor 

1 Speedy 

1 
The doctor I saw appeared interested in what I was talking to him about. That makes such a 
difference.  

1 The doctor I saw was very prompt and very thorough. 

1 
The doctor made me feel very comfortable and explained everything from what he was going to do 
and why, to what would happen next 

1 
The doctor sent me for a x ray today after visit so I thought this was very efficient thinking I would 
have a long wait for the appointment. 

1 
The doctor took time to listen to me and re-assured me before explaining the medication to me 
could not haave done more 

1 The doctor was extremely kind and helped me with every issue. 

1 
The doctor was extremely thorough and explained everything very clearly. Really appreciated the 
advice and care so didn't mind the 30 min delay. 

1 The doctor was patient and listened to me 

1 The doctor was very helpful. 

1 The Dr listened, understood and gave good advice. 

1 The nurse that attended me was very thorough and took her time to go through my notes 

1 The nurse was easy to talk to 

1 The nurse was very kind and careful with her care. 

1 
The nurses and doctor are amazing...but the old blond girl and the girl with glasses and red hair on 
the reception they are absolutely unnecessary and rude. 

1 The speed and efficiency I was dealt with and they couldn't have done anything better 

1 The staff are amazing and caring the hospital is the best iv ever been treated in 

1 The support and encouragement 

1 
There was time to ask questions and be given helpful information. I was treated with respect. 
Nothing to be improved. 

1 
they are always on time and a pleasure to deal with from reception through to the doctors and 
nurses you see. I am very lucky to have such a wonderful doctors 

1 
This surgery is the only one for a considerable distance but, yes I have had very good help ever 
since I joined the practice 

1 
Timing delay could be improved otherwise from reception to time and attention spent with the 
doctor excellent. 

1 Very efficient 

1 Very good care. Nurse found a vein with no trouble. 

1 
Very good nurse who listened and clearly knew what to do and was very good at the inoculations 
and advice. 

1 Very thorough check by doctor but 45 minutes late 

1 Was seen promptly and felt I had all the time I needed to address my concerns 

1 Well - my experience was that it was perfect - nothing needed improvement 

2 
 Dealt with second issue at same time so didn't have to come back and reminded me of another 
check up that was due so was able to make appointment  

2 
 Good:Very nice Dr. Patel. Not so good:Lack of information when visiting hub arrangement in 
Redhill. The doctor there had no information about me at all! 



2 
 It wouldn't be annoying except that on numerous occasions I have been kept waiting well beyond 
10 minutes. Should be same rules both ways 

2 
 The Nurse Annette was very polite and efficient and managed to do my well man check up at the 
same time as my foot recovery check which saves another app 

2 
Doctor gave me time and explainations. Did not feel pressure to go which i have experienced in 
past. Saw dr. Chan. V nice. 

2 
Doctor took her time with me. I felt heard and understood. Booking appointments seems to have 
got more difficult. 

2 Doctor was great and helpful. Booking system shocking, nearly impossible to get an appointment 

2 
Dr Kerr's friendly and professional advice was spot on. Unfortunately, there was a computer glitch 
which impacted on patients waiting to be seen. 

2 Efficient and friendly doctor 

2 
Good triage service. ESP for children. Very reassuring. Improvements - being able to book an apt to 
see a doctor in advance! 

2 
Lucy was excellent, still no signs up about apologising for building works or when works are due to 
complete 

2 No waiting. Friendly nurse. Quick n painless. 

2 On time and dr listened 

2 Punctual and friendly nurse 

2 
Quick to get appt, on time and friendly nurse.  
Building work and parking 

2 
Really liked nurse. She knew what she was doing and took the necessary care so as not bother 
wound. 

2 Seeing the same doctor each time 

2 Staff was excellent. Finding a booking slot is hard. 

2 
The Dr's, nurses & midwives I've seen have been excellent. It can be difficult to get through to get 
an appointment though. 

2 
The nurse I saw was really professional whilst being friendly at the same time, my appointment was 
on time 

2 
The nurse I saw was very professional, friendly and patient. The only thing that could have been 
improved was the customer service from the reception staff 

2 
This morning spot on time, if over my next two appointment it's the same and the booking seems 
to have improved I would recommend you 

2 
Trying to book an appointment was awful, waiting time wasn't good. But thoroughness of care was 
very good. 

2 Was seen on time 

3 
 The care was excellent. Reception was unfriendly, wait to see doctor was very long (45 min. I got 
parking ticket)and no information/ communication  

3 Dr was very good. The appointment booking is hateful. 

3 
GP was excellent. Reception staff were excellent. I would definitely recommend if the subject arose 
in conversation. 

3 I liked the doctor. I really do not like the appointment system and lack of parking. 

3 Too long a wait. Well over 40 minutes 

4 
 Care from the GP was good. The appointment was a bit of a rush as it was only 10 minutes. The 
booking process to get appointments is very tedious  

4 
 Generally good doctors, but getting an appointment is far too difficult and if they are cancelled by 
the Surgery they should arrange another one for you 

4 
 problematic not being able to book appointments more than a couple days in advance, due to 
needing to book time off in advance to attend these. 



4 And the building work seems to be going on and on and on feel sorry for the neighbours! 

4 Didn't feel rushed by Dr. Felt listened to. Parking & appt booking procedures still issues. 

4 
Good - GP listened / blood test short waiting time 
Not good - can never get an initial appointment = very stressful 

4 
Good consultation. Waiting time and appointment booking needs improvement. Waited nearly one 
hour. Booking an appt is like try to get concert tickets.  

4 Nurse was friendly and competent. Was on time.  Patients privacy at reception is very poor. 

4 
The Doctor was great once I was able to see somebody. I'm trying to hold down a full time job in 
London and it's so difficult to book an appointment. 

4 
There is never any parking! It is added stress on top of the stress of being ill and needing a doctor! 
On the positive side my son was seen quickly 

5 
 Nurse was prompt and efficient, doctors late and ineffective at diagnosing and treating issues in a 
reasonable period of time.  

5 
Absoluty nothing good about the care and everything could be inproved doctors need to take more 
time and care with the patience they domt care at the wall house 

5 
Care was good.Improve parking as I had no choice but to park on yellow line  along with about 5 
other patients due to lack of parking.We all got a parking fine 

5 I'm not your patient. Please stop contacting me 

5 Improve cleanness of the place, nurse was very efficient 

5 Sorry I should have put 1 not 5! 

5 
The reception staff were very good and the nurse very pleasant. 
The biggest problem is getting an appointment with any doctor at all to get a diagnosis. 

6  there were 2 waiting rooms and I was waiting in the wrong waiting room. 

6 having to listen to a loud radio  whilst waiting to be seen was awful!! 

6 
The doctor was great. The booking system awful. Does not work for people with kids or who work 
outside Reigate. Please go back to the way it used to work 

 Dr kerr good sense of humour the only downside is the appointment system needs to improve 

 Dr khalafpor was very attentive listened to my problems a nice caring doctor 

 Everyone was most helpful 

 On time and professional service 

 
Your doctors are brilliant and your appointment system is a nightmare!!! It appears that you are 
penalising everyone for the actions the few  

 


